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Congratulations on your purchase of the RoLock dry glove system. You will be satisfied with this quality
product from Switzerland. The lock is made of highly qualitative Delrin, a very durable plastic material.
This guarantees usage in temperatures up to 32° C. The RoLock dry glove system will make your diving a
lot easier. If there should be any defects contrary to all expectations please contact your retail dealer.
We give a one year guarantee when used properly. There is no guarantee for inappropriate unprofessional
use.
The RoLock dry glove system fits all dry diving suits with attached latex cuffs as well as suits where the
latex cuffs have to be attached with an O - ring. The gloves can be mounted without any pasting to the lock
rings (even at your diving spot). The RoLock dry glove system assures you an easy way of putting on and
taking of your gloves, even without any help. Because of the inner mounting, the glove is protected in an
extensive way against external influences.

The delivery includes:

2 lock rings for the suit (left/ right), 2 lock rings for the gloves (left/ right), 2 clips to fasten the gloves
(black, blue, red), 2 gasket O - rings (thin), 1 plastic jar with silicone lubricant, 1 manual.

There are 3 different kinds of fasteners for the
RoLock dry glove system. With the help of the table
below, you can see which glove fits with which
system. For the systems one and three 2 additional O rings are enclosed, which are to be fastened in the
groove.
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Lubricate generously the gasket O - rings and lock
mechanism before use. Use the lock a few times after
lubrication to loosen it up.

Mounting of lock ring on suit with attached latex cuff
At first lubricate all the thin gasket O - rings with the enclosed silicone lubricant. Then place these into the front groove of the lock ring. Pressure may be required.

1. Before fitting the Ro-Lock locking rings, put the
suit on and mark the suit in the place where the
middle of the back of the hand would be. The rings
are left- and right-handed, the correct method to fit
the ring is to turn inwards. Make sure you mark L
and R rings.

2. Take off your suit, turn the sleeves inside
out and then mark the same place on the
inside of the suit by rolling the seal inside
out.

3. Take the lock ring (marked with 2 coloured spots,
yellow and red) and hold it as shown in the picture above.
To help you get the correct ring orientation, grip the ring
next to the yellow dot with your thumb. Push the lock ring
into the sleeve. The groove for the O-ring must be facing
out of the sleeve when it is inside the seal.
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4. Push the ring all the way to the end. The
ring needs to butt against the edge of the join
between the suit and the latex seal.

5 & 6. Insert the fat O-ring over the latex seal to to trap the seal into the groove of the ring
below. (You might need someone to help you pull the ring over the plastic ring as it is very
tight). Lightly grease the seal as this may help you turn the suit inside out.

7. Turn the suit right way out. You will need
to tilt the ring to get it through the gap.

8. The lock ring on the sleeve is now fitted.
When the sleeve is on the arm, the yellow
dot should line up with the middle finger.

Mounting of lock ring on suit without an attached latex
cuff
Basically it is the same procedure as on suits with attached latex cuffs. Remove any mounted latex cuffs from the
suit. Turn them and mount the lock rings on the latex cuffs. Turn back the cuffs into original position after
mounting. Then mount the latex cuffs together with the lock ring on the dry suit.

Mounting of lock ring on glove
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9. To mount the glove you need the following objects 10. First you place the fastener into the glove.
according to the picture (glove, lock ring for glove
side with coloured marking and the fastener).
The thin O-ring is only for use with thin outer gloves.

12. Turn the end of the glove inwards as per
the picture above.

11. Push the ring in as far as the smooth
rubber goes.

13. Push the glove with the fastening ring into the remaining lock ring (the dots being away
from the glove). There is a lot of friction here so some pressure will be required. Only
friction stops the glove from coming out of the glove locking ring; there are no O-rings to
hold it in place.
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14. Hold the glove and locking ring with one 15. Place the fastener at the very bottom of the lock
hand, and grab the glove and pull it outwards ring.
through the locking ring as shown above.

16. Now push, with both hands, the fastener into the
lock ring from bottom to top. Check for folds.

17. Remove all folds according to the picture.

18. Trim the gloves enough to allow
you to fit them inside your wrist seals.
Once you have made sure that the
locking ring on the glove is in the
correct position (reach, comfort etc),
then trim the glove down as shown in
the picture. Now the glove system is
completed.
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Locking of the RoLock dry glove
system

19. Put on your dry suit a usual.

20. Then put on a glove. The two yellow lock points
are precisely behind each other.

22. Now pull your fist back firmly and turn your fist 23. The RoLock glove system is now closed.
inwards until both yellow dots are next to each other.

21. Hold the lock ring to the glove with your hand.
Clench your fist inside the glove and turn the glove
outwards, until the red and yellow dots are next to
each other. The lock rings will now be hooked on.

Use reverse procedure to open the system.
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CAUTION:
Do not under any circumstances cut the inner part of the cuffs after the lock
rings have been mounted. The cuffs have to be closed tightly after the lock rings
have been mounted. Protect the gloves against sharp objects. Do not ever pull the
lock ring and glove apart. The connection may unfasten and the mounting of a
new glove will be required.
Never destroy the gasket O - ring or the tight surfaces on the lock.
The gloves and lock rings are not to be exposed for long lasting direct solar
radiation.
Do not keep the lock rings in closed condition.
Only dive according to valid directions.
There is no guarantee for inappropriate unprofessional use.
Subject to alteration.
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